MARTINA:

DENISE:

Hall is a mass timber structure utilizing post-tensioned Hayward field. They also toured OSU's, Peavy Hall.

SCUP Conference

Marie Swarringim;

For UO Building Record Updates October 2021 – March 2022:

- Employees – 5,153
- Fall 2021 Employee / Student Data
- Parking Garages – 347, 881 NSF
- Athletic Auxiliaries – 789,467 NSF
- Housing Auxiliaries – 1,174,026 NSF
- Education & General – 2,787,598 NSF
- 5,528,419 net (assignable) square feet (NSF)

UO Building Space as of FY21

The UO Facilities Fact Sheet is now available

Oregon to extract fibers and metals for reuse. The fibers are reused in their paper mill next to Juno Project in Toledo, Oregon. Starting in January of 2022, all the garbage collected by CPFM Solid Waste trucks is

Students use UO

Pictured: Denise Stewart, Jenna Shope, and Martina

Colin Brennan

Lockwood, EMU Aperture Gallery (reception in the gallery on April 28th at 7pm); documenting violence; EMU Amphitheater

PLC 159, Fri, Apr 8, 12-1pm: The Sound of Exclusion – NPR and the Latinx Public by Christopher Chávez, Room 177. Learn about how the Osaka-born artist mixes influences of east and west.

Thurs, Apr 7, 4pm: The Art of Color Intaglio Process and Aesthetics by Yuji Hiratsuka, Lawrence Hall

into a collective future. VIRTUAL talk is open to the public (entry with UO ID); works by nine contemporary Native artists in connection with the UO Common

April 1-10: DisOrient Asian American Film Festival, a hybrid festival including live and virtual events;


Last Chance to Give Input on Improving

information about the award and see

used annually.

This year the VPGC's Office and PCS are

significant impact of this change, given the

Custodial Team for the vendor-managed

inventory program and the team's efforts

presenting this year's award to the CPFM

Mital, for his efforts to provide renewable

sustainability best practice into their

employee or team for the introduction of a

nominated for this award by Steve


Kudos Korner

- Contact committee co-chair Debbie Sharp:

- Talk to your diversity committee

- If you would like to provide input, you have until

Admin division about
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